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1. Shallow Water 



 

Just when you thought it was safe to go back into the water. Oh! 

Thrash about. Calling out. To the mouths 

Fins out. Times run out. Cull the crowd 

Bleeding out. Cry aloud. No help. 

Heads floating. Left bloated. Pure hell 

 

Red in the morning. A sailor warning 

Blood. Blood. Blood on the tide 

Remnants of violence 

The incisions, causing visions. Lifeless. On the surface. Meat repurposed. Silenced.  

Won't stop. Their appetite. Never ends 

All that remains. Hardly a stain 

On. The. Surface. 

 

Waiting for the great collide. In the shallows watching people die. Panic sets in as 

innards float by. The time is nigh to set these bastards alight. Eradication is the only 

hope to survive. 

The only way to make it through the night 

 

Fighting back. Planned attack. Hack& slash. 

No remorse. To the beast. Advance. 

Towards redemption. Seeking vengeance. Or death. 

Can't stop. Tunnel vision. Seeing red. 

 

By days end. All lives are spent. Or so it seems. 

 

Waiting for the great collide. In the shallows watching people die. Panic sets in as 

innards float by. The time is nigh to set these bastards alight. Eradication is the only 

hope to survive 

The only way to make it through the night 

 

One last fin emerging from the trench. A mother's revenge. Circling death x2 

She'll fucking eat you alive. OH. 

Blood in the shallow water 

Blood in the shallow water 

Circling death 



One last fin emerging from the trench a mother's revenge. Circling death 

She'll fucking eat you alive. She'll fucking eat you alive. In the shallow water 

In the shallow water. 

Blood in the shallow water 

Blood in the shallow water 
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2. Dead Weight 

 

every man must fend for himself, the time has come to pick up arms and show them 

the true meaning of hell. 

thin their numbers bleed them out, cast the bodies over board stand your ground as 

the waves start to swell. 

can't become dead weight 

won't be the dead weight 

wounded flesh starts to smell and turn black. fevers got me lost at sea fear its far too 

late to turn back 

remove the infection before it starts to spread, deliriums got me hacking off my own 

limbs. wish I were dead 

can't become dead weight 

won't be the dead weight 

cut loose all ties to you. you can no longer bring me down. 

feeling renewed now I've finally watched you drown 

bleeding. on the inside 

broken. out of my mind 

I will remove this part of myself I hate 

growing ever stronger 

refuse to be brought down any longer 

I will drop you like the dead weight you are. 

leave you behind 

while I go 

back to a time 

when I felt 

alive 
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3. Kill and Consume 

 

I can't feel my face don't recognize my own skin. Blood is burning through my veins. 

I can't see straight. Fallen ill to the poison Within 

I feel my life force fading 

gluttony my undoing 

kill and consume, I've fed upon the corpses, ushered in my own doom 

the sickness grows, impeding 

all sense of self depleted 

I walk through the night. in search of the cure for what ails me and brings me to the 

bitter end of this life 

I can't die. begging for the end but something keeps me alive 

it's not right. something so devious never should have life 

 

Can't remember what I've done 

how the hell did I get here, where is all this blood from? 

conscience all but faded. all I feel is hatred 

oh, what a night it has been, as the body count grows higher my hunger wears thin 

and yet I keep on killing 

the thrill of the blood spilling 

thrown into madness. driven by forces unseen and remorseless brought in to bring 

forth the end 

I can't die. begging for the end but something keeps me alive. 

it's not right. something so devious never should have life 

 

I feel this sickness is taking its hold. 

there's no going back. there's no fucking hope left at all. violently lash out blame all 

my pain on the world. the victim forever. forever cursed to suffer 

cursed to suffer. 
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4. Same face, Different mask 

 

I see your end and it's coming fast. 

Fear the blade when I feel so torturous. murderous 

I deny 

I defy your life through suffering 

I'm caught choosing sides between a knife and a smile but inside I hate the same 

think I'll disappear for a while when I come back I'll show you a different face 

lost between delusion and denial. Abandoned left to find my way 

I'm caught choosing sides between a knife and a smile but inside I hate the same 

 

I feel your fear and it fills the hole 

deep inside where the hatred grows 

Deceiver. Life taker. Predator. in the dark. 

 

I'm caught choosing sides between a knife and a smile but inside I hate the same 

think I'll disappear for a while when I come back, I'll show you a different face 

lost between delusion and denial. Abandoned left to find my way 

I'm caught choosing sides between a knife and a smile but inside I hate the same 

 

Lashing out, on you in spite of the change that you witness. tranquility, it never lasts 

Lashing out, on you in spite of the plea for forgiveness 

None shall be had 

none shall be had 

Step into my shrine of pain and look upon the masks I've made 

each one torn 

off the faces of the innocent and sane 

taking victims at random in hopes to one day replace 

the fractures in my mind that lead to dismay 

 

step into my shrine of pain and look upon the masks I've made each one torn off the 

faces of the sane. 
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5. Depth Charge 



 

pressure starts to build I can feel it in my lungs as I fall to depths that are previously 

unknown. oh, I can't take the pressure 

I can feel the cold as I fall out of the light 

you can have my life but not without a fight. 

I won't bow down to your torture 

sinking. deeper. pulled into a tidal grave drowning in fear 

sinking. deeper. the blackness goes on forever sinking deeper still 

 

death grip. fuck this. pulled beneath the surface. the weight of the world is coming 

down on me. 

death grip. fuck this. limbs contorted. if I find new life you are my enemy. 

Repeat 1x  

 

stare into the bastards eyes a fucking devil in disguise I'm dragged into the depths 

below a life of agony unfolds 

the rips and tears the wretched screams, the endless teeth are haunting me. 

condemned to a depth charge 

stare into the bastards eyes a fucking devil in disguise I'm dragged into the depths 

below a life of agony unfolds 

the blood and bone a sunken home another carcass left alone at the end of a depth 

charge 
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6. Apex Predator 

 

blood in the water, the old familiar stink. 

sins of the father. run deeper than you think. prepare to sink 

you're treading water with severed limbs. eviscerated by what you did. by what you 

did 

Gr 

there goes the blood 

now heed my warning. my teeth. for they do bite. I am the apex predator stalking 

you through the night 



heading into open waters just like livestock to the slaughter 

got you locked within my vision. smell your fear kill with precision. 

camouflaged under the night sky. bones break as the body bleeds dry 

bloated and broken they fail to find evidence washed away with the tide 
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7. Megalodon 

 

Dead eye staring at me 

Trapped inside the maw, we need to find our way out 

We'll never find our way out 

Death consumes us all, we need to find our way out, we'll never find our way out 

 

Of here 

Hope abandoned long ago. Here. 

Where ancient predators' dwell 

It should have never existed. It should have never been born. Angered by our 

presence. Resistance futile. 

All resistance is futile. 

We have awoken hell. 

 

The size of the jaw. Had me frozen between awe and the anguish 

This beast knows no empathy. 

Oh God damn were lost, inside this labyrinth of the colossus 

 

Her life abandoned long ago. Here. Where ancient predators' dwell 

Down in the depths, humanity seeks justice revenge. Bringers of the end. Bring 

about our own fucking deaths 

We've paid the ultimate price. Feeding the beast with our lives 

 

Damn those fucking teeth. Sinking so easily into me. Sinking into me. 

Message in the blood. Our curiosity has become too much. We did this to ourselves. 

 

dead eyes staring through us 

Trapped inside the maw, we need to find our way out 



We'll never find our way out 

Death consumes us all, we need to find our way out, we'll never find our way out  
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